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ABSTRACT
Name : Annisa Mulyono MS
Reg. Number : 20400113063
Department/faculty : English Education/Tarbiyah and Teaching Science
Title : English Language Teachers’ Perception of Using
Instructional Technology in the Classroom at Senior
High School in Makassar.
Consultant I :   Dr. Muh. Yaumi, M.Hum, M.A.
Consultant II : Dr. Kamsinah, M.Pd.I
The purposes of this research were to investigate the English language
teachers’ perception of using instructional technology at several senior high
schools in Makassar. The researcher focused on hardware of instructional
technology that the English teachers used in the classroom because it was part of
teachers’ media to facilitate them in teaching-learning process. Moreover, the
English language teachers’ perception of professional development needs, and
barriers and challenges they deal with were also the themes of this research. The
researcher used descriptive qualitative method through interviewing in order to
gain depth perception toward it from the teachers. This research subject was three
English language teachers in three different schools, such as senior high school 5
Makassar, Senior high school 17 Makassar, and senior high school 21 Makassar.
The subject was the teacher from those schools who had approximately five years
teaching experience in that school and had broad knowledge about instructional
technology. The result of this research indicated that teachers had the same
perception of using instructional technology in the classroom which assisted them
to convey their material of English language. They also admitted that the
instructional technology needed professional development in order to improve the
various media in the classroom. Moreover, the English language teachers’
obtained the same barriers and challenges which generally referred to the
electricity system and the limitedness of school facilities. As the implication,
English language teachers had the similar perception of using instructional
technology in the classroom. Despite the barriers and challenges they had, they all
were positive toward the important of using instructional technology in the
classroom.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Technology in language teaching is not something new. Indeed,
technology has been around in language teaching for decades – one might
argue for centuries, if we classify the blackboard as a form of technology. Tape
recorders, language laboratories and video have been used since the 1960s and
1970s, and are still used in classrooms around the world. 1
The use of technology in teaching generally had mentioned in Al-Quran
and Hadith. The concept of computer as one of the technology in language
which is considered a tool for writing, storing, disseminating and sharing
knowledge much similar to the concept ﻢﻠﻘﻟا (Al-Qalam) in Al-Quran2 as Allah
subhanahu wa ta’ala mentioned in QS. Al-‘Alaq: 1-5,
 َﻚَِّﺑر ِﻢْﺳ ِ  ْأَﺮْـﻗا ٍَﻖَﻠَﻋ ْﻦِﻣ َﻦٰﺴﻧ ِْﻹا َﻖَﻠَﺧ  َ َﻖَﻠَﺧ ىِﺬﱠﻟا َمَﺮْﻛَْﻷا َﻚﱡَﺑرَو ْأَﺮْـﻗا ◌َ  َِﻢَﻠَﻘْﻟ ِ  َﻢﱠﻠَﻋ ىِﺬﱠﻟا ◌َ
 َْﻢَﻠْﻌَـﻳ َْﱂ ﺎَﻣ َﻦٰﺴﻧ ِْﻹا َﻢﱠﻠَﻋ
“Proclaim (or read) in the name of thy lord and Cherisher, who created,
created man out of mere clot of congealed blood. Proclaim! And thy lord is
most bountiful -He who taught (the use of) the pen. Taught man that which he
knew not.”[Al-Quran 96:1-5]
The  first  verse  revealed  to  our  beloved  Prophet shallallahu ‘alaihi
wasallam asked Him   to   read.   It puts   the   focus   on   the importance   of
reading   or acquiring   knowledge   in Islam.  The  phrase  ‘the  pen’  is  not
1 Dudeney, G. and Nicky, H., How to Teach English with Technology (New Jersey:
Pearson, 2008), pp.7
2 Hosseini, S. E., Ramchahi, A. A., Yusuf, R. J. R, “The Impact of Information
Technology on Islamic Behaviour”, Journal of Multidisciplinary Engineering Science and
Technology (JMEST) Vol. 1 Issue 5, (2014): pp. 135-141
2restricted  to  its literal meaning but entails a wide scope. For instance ‘the  pen’
is  a  means to  write,  store,  distribute,  share  knowledge   or   even   mere
passing   of   information.3 In that case, the concept of computer as one of
instructional technology is related to this chapter of the Al-Quran.
Another statement of U.S Congress, Office of Teaching Assessment in
1995 made some clear facts related to the use of instructional technology. First,
despite technologies available in schools, a substantial number of teachers
report little or no use of computers for instruction. Their use of other
technology varies considerably.
Second, while technology is not a panacea for educational ills, today’s
technologies are essential tools for the teaching trade. To use these tools well,
teacher needs visions of the technologies’ potential, opportunities to apply
them, training and just-in-time support, and time to experiment. Only then can
teachers be informed and fearless in their use of new technologies.
Third, using technology can change the way teachers teach. Some
teachers use technology in traditional “teacher-centered” ways, such as drill
and practice for mastery of basic skills, or to supplement teacher-controlled
activities on the other hand, some teachers use technology to support more
student-centered approaches to instruction, so that students can conduct their
own scientific inquiries and engage in collaborative activities while the teacher
assumes the role of facilitator or coach. Teachers who fall into the latter group
3 ibid
3are among the most enthusiastic technology users, because technology is
particularly suited to support this kind of instruction.4
Using technology also had been used by Prophet Muhammad peace be
upon Him. He drew some pictures to show to His Shahabah according to one
topic as mentioned in this hadith.
 ْﻦَﻋ ،ِْﰊَأ ِﲏَﺛ ﱠﺪَﺣ :َلَﺎﻗ َنﺎَﻴْﻔُﺳ ْﻦَﻋ ،ٍﺪْﻴِﻌَﺳ ُﻦْﺑ َﲕَْﳛ ََﺮَـﺒْﺧَأ :ِﻞْﻀَﻔْﻟا ُﻦْﺑ ُﺔَﻗَﺪَﺻ ﺎَﻨﺛ ﱠﺪَﺣ
 َﺳَو ِﻪْﻴَﻠَﻋ ُﷲ ﻰﱠﻠَﺻ ﱡِﱯﱠﻨﻟا ﱠﻂَﺧ :َلﺎَﻗ ُﻪْﻨَﻋ ُﷲ َﻲِﺿَر ﷲ ِﺪْﺒَﻋ ْﻦَﻋ ،ٍﻢْﻴَـﺜُﺧ ِﻦْﺑ ٍﻊِْﻴَﺑر ْﻦَﻋ ،ٍرِﺬْﻨُﻣ َﻢﱠﻠ
 َﺮُﻣ ﺎﻄَﺧ ِﻂَﺳَﻮْﻟا ِﰲ يِﺬﱠﻟا اَﺬَﻫ َﱃِإ ًارﺎَﻐِﺻ ًﺎﻄُﻄُﺧ ﱠﻂَﺧَو ،ُﻪْﻨِﻣ ﺎًِﺟرﺎَﺧ ِﻂَﺳَﻮْﻟا ِﰲ ﺎﻄَﺧ ﻂَﺧَو ،ﺎﻌﺑ
 ِﻪِﺑ ٌﻂْﻴُِﳏ ُﻪُﻠَﺟَأ اَﺬَﻫَو ،ُنﺎَﺴْﻧ ِْﻹا اَﺬَﻫ) :َلَﺎﻗَو ،ِﻂَﺳَﻮْﻟا ِﰲ ْيِﺬﱠﻟا ِﻪِِﺒﻧﺎَﺟ ْﻦِﻣ- ِِﻪﺑ َطﺎَﺣَأ ْﺪَﻗ :ْوَأ
- ْيِﺬﻟا اَﺬَﻫَو َﻮُﻫ ْﳋا ِﻩِﺬَﻫَو ،ُﻪُﻠْﻣَأ ُِجرﺎَﺧ َﺮْﻋَْﻷا ُرﺎَﻐ ِّﺼﻟا ُﻂَﻄ َ  اَﺬَﻫ ُﻩََﺄﻄْﺧَأ ْنَِﺈﻓ ،ُضا،اَﺬَﻫ ُﻪَﺸ
 َ  اَﺬَﻫ ُﻩََﺄﻄْﺧَأ ْنِإَو(يرﺎﺨﺒﻟا ﻩاور).(اَﺬَﻫ ُﻪَﺸ
“Narrated to us Sodaqoh ibn Fadhil, reported to me Yahya ibn Sa’id
from Sufyan, he said: narrated to me my father Mundzir from Robi’ ibn khusein
and Abdullah, may Allah be pleased with them, He said: The Prophet drew a
square and then drew a line in the middle of it and let it extend outside the
square and then drew several small lines attached to that central line, and said,
"This is the human being, and this, (the square) in his lease of life, encircles
him from all sides (or has encircled him), and this (line), which is outside (the
square), is his hope, and these small lines are the calamities and troubles
(which may befall him), and if one misses him, an-other will snap (i.e. overtake)
him, and if the other misses him, a third will snap (i.e. overtake) him." (Hadith
Bukhari Volume 8, book 76, number 426).5
In the hadith above Prophet Muhammad peace be upon Him used
drawing to advise them to not only daydreaming about their hopes and wishes
without any effort to realize it, and teach them to be well-prepared to encounter
death.6 This also implies that Rasulullah is a good teacher to their Shahabah
4 U.S Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Teachers and technology: Making
the connection (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1995), pp. 1-2.
5 Bukhari, M. 2009. Sahih al-Bukhari, trans. M. M. Khan, ed. M. al-Almany, Version:
0910112346244624-21.
6 Ramli. M, “Media Pembelajaran dalam Perspektif Al-Quran dan Hadits”, Ittihad
Jurnal Kopertais Wilayah XI Kalimantan Volume 13 nomor 23,(2015): pp. 130-154
4which He used the instructional technology at that time as one tool to facilitate
him illustrating the case.
Therefore, teacher can only apply instructional technology in the
classroom if only they perceive the importance of using it related to the
previous hadith. Some researchers believe that technology adoption lies with
teachers’ goals and perceptions. It is also believed that teachers’ adaptations of
technology are influenced by beliefs, pedagogy, technological skills into the
school culture.7
Despite the facts of implementing instructional technology basically
gives beneficial to teachers in school, the researcher had found that some of the
senior high schools in Makassar are still lack of the use of instructional
technology in teaching-learning process. Although the traditional teaching
methods are left, some of them do not know how to integrate between the
recent teaching method and the utilization of some technologies.
Moreover, in Makassar, the 2013 curriculum mostly order the teachers to
implement instructional technology that has provided in their school. In this
case, teachers need to combine the creative teaching method with its
appropriate instructional technology. Unfortunately, there is no official
evidence on how English language teachers use instructional technologies in
their classes at senior high school in Makassar based on their personal
perception of it.
7 Samira Nikian, Faizah Mohamad Noor, Marzila A. Aziz, “Malaysian Teachers’
Perception of Applying Technology in the Classroom”, Procedia – Social and Behavioural
Science 103, (2013): pp. 621-627.
5Referring to the previous explanation, the researcher would like to
observe on English Language teachers’ perception of using instructional
technology, the barriers and challenges, and the instructional technology
development needs at Senior High School in Makassar.
B. Research Problem
Based on the previous explanation, the main problem is English language
teachers’ perception toward the usage of instructional technology in the
classroom. Therefore, the research problems related to the main problem, as
follows:
1. How do the English language teachers perceive the use of instructional
technology in the classroom?
2. What are the English language teachers’ perceptions of professional
development needs of instructional technology in the classroom?
3. What are the English language teachers’ perceptions of barriers and
challenges to the use of instructional technology in the classroom?
C. Research Objective
The objective of this study was elaborated as follows:
1. To analyse how the English teachers perceive the use of instructional
technology in the classroom.
2. To identify English language teachers’ perceptions of professional
development needs of instructional technology the classroom.
3. To identify English language teachers’ perceptions of barriers and
challenges to the use of instructional technology in the classroom.
6D. Research Significance
1. Theoretical Significance
This research study aimed to provide empirical evidence for the current
state of using instructional technology in English Language classes of senior
high schools in Makassar. The study also intended to explore the contribution,
barriers, and challenges of using instructional technology to English Language
teaching was perceived by English language teachers.
2. Practical Significance
The results of the study were expected to give information of English
language teachers’ perception in using instructional technology in the
classroom for teacher to apply in class including barriers and challenges which
emerged in using it. This study reminded the teachers of English class in terms
of new improvement that they could utilize in their classes to enhance students’
learning. Moreover, teacher could determine the best instructional technology
in order to apply the active learning process in English class. For further
researcher, this study was also expected to give contribution who would like to
observe teachers’ perception of using instructional technology in the classroom.
E. Research Focus and Its Descriptions
Perception is a useful application which helps people to recognise and
understand the world in order to correspond the situation among them. It also
decides the reaction of someone awareness of the perceptual experience. While
instructional technology is the subset of educational technology that facilitates
and support learning and improving performance by creating, using, and
7managing appropriate technological processes and resources. Instructional
technology includes messages, people, materials, devices, techniques, and
settings.
This study was delimited of the English language teachers’ perception of
using instructional technology in three senior high schools in Makassar such as
Senior High School 17 Makassar, Senior High School 5 Makassar, and Senior
High School 21 Makassar. English language teachers responded to the
following interviews by researcher and how they utilized the instructional
technology and explained barriers and challenges they had got during the using
of it. The detail focus and description described as followed:
Table 1. Focus and Description of the Research
No. Focus Description
1. English language teacher’s
perception of using
instructional technology in
the classroom at senior high
school in Makassar.
The focus related to the English
language teachers’ perception of using
instructional technology in the
classroom. The researcher also
identified the English language
teachers’ experience in using
instructional technology and
instructional technology use training,
and the influence of instructional
technology in teaching skill and
teaching-learning process.
2. English language teacher’s
perception on professional
development needs of
The teachers were asked their
perception of types of instructional
technology are available in the
8instructional technology in
the classroom.
classroom, kinds of technology
usually use in the classroom, the
English language material and
instructional technology, perception
of the professional development needs
of instructional technology in the
classroom.
3. English language teacher’s
perception of barriers and
challenges to the use of
instructional technology in
the classroom.
This part referred to the English
language teachers’ perception of
barriers and challenges in using
instructional technology, how to
prevent or decrease that barriers and
challenges, and the effect of it.
9CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Related Research Findings
According to Kural & Yaratan’s observation, revealed that although
teachers are generally positive about technology use in English Language
classes, instructional technology implementation is below the desired rates due
to some restrictions mainly lack of the technological means and lack of time.
Those teachers that use technology frequently assert that the traditional
technologies mostly provide good control over English Language teaching and
improve vocabulary development and that the modern technologies provide
interactive environment and improve English skills, while technologies provide
interactive environment and improve English skills, while both types of
technology increase the motivation of the students.8
In a similar study, Ismail, Almekhlafi, and Hatem’s observation in
revealed teachers’ perception about integrating technology in their classes,
barriers to technology use, incentives for teachers who use technology, types of
technology used, and their own and their students’ use of technology.9
Almekhlafi and Almeqdadi’s research investigated technology
integration at UAE Model schools using a mixed method of data collection
consisting of focus group interviews and a questionnaire. Study sample
8 Kural, C. & Yaratan H., “Middle School English Language Teachers’ Perceptions of
Instructional Technology Implementation in North Cyprus”. The Turkish Online Journal of
Educational Technology Volume 9, no.2 (2010): pp. 161- 174.
9 Ismail, at al., “Teachers’ Perceptions of the Use of Technology in Teaching Languages
in United Arab Emirates’ Schools”, International Journal for Research in education, no. 27
(2010): pp. 37-56.
10
consisted of 40 females and 60 male teachers from two schools in Al-Ain
Educational Zone, Abu Dhabi. Study results showed that teachers at both
schools are integrating technology in their class activities. They use variety of
technologies to promote students’ learning. However, methods of integration
by male teachers differed in some cases compared to their female colleagues.10
Gorder’s observation, his study was designed to explore how teachers
were currently using and integration technology for teaching and learning in
the classroom. Teachers were compared in their integration of technology
based on gender, ager, number of years in the teaching field, grade level taught,
content area, and education level. Findings suggest that teachers who use
technology regularly are more likely to integrate technology in the classroom.
Major conclusion were that significant differences existed for technology use
and integration based in grade level while there were no differences based on
gender, age, teaching experience, content area, and educational level.11
In addition, Davidson, at al. findings suggested teachers’ limited use of
technology resulted from inadequate access to equipment, inability of project
included professional development training sessions focused on technology use
as a teaching tool. Recommendations include initiating opportunities for
teachers to demonstrate proficiency in embedding technology training and
10 Almekhlafi, A. G., & Almeqdadi, F. A., “Teacher’s Perceptions of Technology
Integration in the United Arab Emirates School Classrooms”, Educational Technology &
Society 13, no. 1 (2010): pp. 165-175.
11 Gorder, Lynette Molstad., “A Study of Teacher Perceptions of Instructional
Technology Integration in the Classroom”, The Delta Pi Epsilon Journal Volume L, no. 2
(2008): pp. 63-76.
11
embedding technology in instruction, students may be better prepared to
compete in technological society of the 21st century and global workforce.12
The difference between this research and the previous findings from
other researchers is this research referred to investigate English language
Teachers’ at several senior high school in Makassar by using qualitative
method, in regards to gain deeper information from teachers’ perspective. This
research also doesn’t compare English language teachers’ perception from their
age, gender, and numbers of years in teaching field.
B. Some Pertinent Ideas
1. Perception.
a. Concept of Perception
Perception is one of the crucial things that the person does. It shows how
we perceive about something which is related to our circumstances. According
to Schacter, perception (from the Latin perception, percipio) is the organization
(being aware of), identification (gathering and storing), and interpretation
(binding to knowledge) of sensory information in order to represent and
understand environment. Perception deals with the human senses that generate
signals from the environment through sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste.13
According to Goldstein in his book Sensation and Perception, he
mentions that there are two reasons to know and study perception. First,
studying perception is a useful application. Because perception is something
12 Davidson, at al., “Teachers’ Perspective on Using Technology as an Instructional
Tool”, Research in Higher Education Journal Volume 24, (2014): pp. 1-24
13 Schacter, D. L., Gilbert, D. T., & Wegner, D. M, Psychology (New York, NY: Worth
Publishers, 2011).
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you experience constantly, knowing about how it works is interesting in its
own right. Second, it can help us to become more aware of the nature of our
own perceptual experience.14
b. Factor Influencing Perception
According to Shaleh, perception is more psychological than a sensing
process, so there are several factors that influence it15, such as:
1) Selective attention: in human life at all times will receive a lot of
stimulation from the environment, even so one does not have to face
all the stimuli received, for that individual must focus attention only in
certain stimuli.
2) Excitatory features: the stimuli that move between the stimuli received
will attract more attention, as well as the greatest stimuli among the
small, the contrasting background and the most powerful intense
intensity that will attract attention.
3) Values and individual needs: everyone has different patterns and
tastes in observing things. In one study showed that children from
low-income groups saw coins bigger than high-economic children.
4) Past experience: the individual's own experience greatly affects how
one perceives something.
c. Process of Perception
Perception does not just happen, but is the end result of complex “behind
the scenes” processes, many of which are not available to our awareness. It
14 Goldstein, E. B, Sensation and Perception ( Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 2010), pp. 5.
15 Shaleh, Abdul Rahman, Psikologi: Suatu Pengantar dalam Perspektif Islam (Jakarta:
Kencana, 2009)
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provides information about the environment around us, and such information
emerges from the counterfactual dependence between the environment and the
corresponding perceptual experience.16
The process of perception called perceptual process. These process
divides into 4 categories; stimuli, electricity, experience and action, and
knowledge. According to Goldstein, stimulus refers to what is out there in the
environment, what we actually pay attention, and what stimulates our receptors.
Electricity refers to the electrical signals that are created by the receptors and
transmitted to the brain. Experience and actions refers to our goal-to perceive,
recognize, and react to the stimuli. Knowledge refers to knowledge we bring to
the perceptual situation.17
d. English Language Teachers’ Perception
Teacher is one whose occupation is to instruct. Today's expectations for
an "effective teacher" typically involve command of subject matter and the
ability to teach it to diverse students. Other expectations may include managing
and monitoring student learning, understanding how students develop and learn,
thinking systematically about what is practiced, and working collegially to
enhance learning. 18 While English language teacher is the one whose
occupation is to instruct English language as the main focus on her teaching.
From both definition of perception and English language teacher above
the researcher concluded that English language teachers’ perception is how
16 Bueno, O., “Perception and Conception: Shaping Human Minds”, Biosemiotic, no. 6
(2013): pp. 323-336.
17 Ibid.
18 Collins, J.W. and O’Brien, N. P. The Greenwood Dictionary of Education. (Westport,
Conn. : Greenwood Press, 2003)
14
English language teachers being aware of the situation surround them, identify,
and interpret their perception into action.
2. Instructional Technology
a. Concept of Instructional Technology
The term of instructional technology sometimes perceive as the
“educational technology”. Historically, this field has been called both
“instructional technology” and “educational technology.” Those who prefer
‘instructional technology’ make two points. The first point is that the word
‘instructional’ is more appropriate because ‘Educational Technology’
commonly implies a school or educational setting. To many the term
‘instructional’ incorporates not only K-12 settings, but training situations as
well.
According to AECT Task Force on Definition and Terminology,
educational technology is often confused with instructional technology.
Instructional technology is a sub-set of educational technology, based on the
concept that instruction is a sub-set of education. Instructional technology is a
complex, integrated process involving people, procedures, ideas, devices, and
organisation, for analysing problems, and devising, and implementing,
evaluating and managing solutions to those problems, in situation in which
learning is purposive and controlled. In instructional technology, the solutions
to problems take the form of Instructional System Components which are pre-
structured in design or selection, and in utilization, and are combined into
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complete instructional system; these components are identified as messages,
people, materials, devices, techniques, and settings.
It is also concluded in Yaumi that instructional technology is not only the
feature of the technology used, but also involves five basic domain; design,
development, utilization, management and evaluation or refers to practical
ethic study to facilitate learning and improve performance by creating, using,
managing, processing and references which also notices the suitability on
people and learning circumstances in applying method, selecting instructional
material, using media and technology, and evaluating.19
While in 2004, the term of instructional technology become clear as it “is
the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving
performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological
processes and resources.”20
Oregon Department of Teacher also defined instructional technology
(sometimes referred to as “educational technology”) as “technology used to
support teaching and learning. Keeping in mind that technology is one of many
tools that teachers have at their disposal, it is important to remember that
instructional technology should add to instruction, not replace it.”21
Smaldino, Russell, Heinich, and Molenda also uttered, “An instructional
system consists of a set of interrelated components that work together,
19 Yaumi, M. Model Pengembangan Media dan Teknologi Pembelajaran: Suatu
Pengantar. (Makassar: Alauddin University Press, 2015)
20 Association for Educational Communications and Technology, The Definition of
Educational Technology. (A pre-publication draft of the first chapter of a book to be
published by AECT, 2004), pp.1
21 Oregon Department of Education, Instructional Technology: Ideas and Resources for
Oregon Teachers (Booklet, 2002), pp.2
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efficiently and reliably, within a particular framework to provide learning
activities necessary to accomplish a learning goal.”22
Another statement from Nasution stated that instructional technology can
be defined as a media which emerged from the development of communication
tool which is used in educational objectives. The tools generally named as
“hardware” such as TV, radio, video tape, computer, and so forth.23
Based on the statement above, the term of instructional technology that
the researcher means here refers to both “software” which referred to the five
main domain and “hardware” of instructional technology. But in this case, the
researcher focused on the hardware one, the tools that helped the teacher to
instruct.
b. Domain of Instructional Technology
According to Seels and Richey, instructional technology is24:
1) The theory and practice;
A profession must have a knowledge base that supports practice. Each
domain of Instructional Technology includes a body of knowledge based on
both research and experience. The relationship between theory and practice is
nurtured by a nurture field. Theory consists of the concepts, constructs,
principles, and propositions that contribute to the body of knowledge. Practice
22 Smaldino, S. E., Russell, J. D., Heinich, R., & Molenda, M, Instructional Technology
and Media for Learning: Eight Edition, (New Jersey: Pearson Education, Inc, 2005), pp. 21.
23 Nasution, S. Teknologi Pendidikan. (Jakarta: Bumi Aksara, 2008)
24 Seels, B. B., & Richey, R. C, Instructional Technology: The Definition and Domains
of The Field, (Bloomington, IN: Association for Educational Communication and
Technology, 1994), pp.9.
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is the application of that knowledge to solve problems. Practice can also
contribute to the knowledge base through information gained from experience.
2) Of design, development, utilization, management and evaluation;
These terms refer to both areas of the knowledge and functions
performed by professionals in the field. These are the five basic domains of
instructional technology. Each of these functions has sufficient uniqueness and
scope to have evolved as a separate area of study.
3) Of processes and resources
This phrase encompasses the traditional elements of both process and
product in definition. A process is a series of operation or activities directed
towards a particular result. In instructional technology, there are both design
and delivery process. A process implies a sequence involving input, actions,
and output.
Resources are sources of support learning, including support system, and
instructional materials, and environment. Resources can include whatever is
available to help individuals learn and perform competently.
4) For learning
The phase was chosen to emphasize learning outcomes and clarify that
learning is the goal and that instruction is a means of learning. Learning, as
evidence by a change in knowledge, skills or attitude, is the criterion for
instruction.
While Januszweski and Molenda described instructional technology as
the study of ethical practice, facilitating learning, improving performance,
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creating, using, managing, processes, technological, and resources, or can be
described as followed25:
1) Facilitating. Facilitating is an explicit form of paradigmatic change in
viewing the role and the position of educational technology. The term
assists the continuation of the behavioristic paradigm (to control) towards
constructivism (to support) in learning.
2) Improving performance. Performance is the person ability after stated
mastering the purpose of learning, he/she is able to apply in the real world.
Improving performance not only through formal learning process but it is
also through training programs, which are not as binding as the formal
situation in general.
3) Creating. Creating can be understood as an early activity in a series of
educational technology practices. This is because the dimension of
creating this design of learning formulated and prepared as the main
reference in the learning process later.
4) Using. Using is an implementation activity of instructional design that has
been compiled on the activity of creating before. So using meant here is
the implementation of design, media, methods, and evaluation of learning.
5) Managing. Managing is managing the activity of creating (preparation of
design, method, media, and evaluation of learning) and its implementation
(learning process).
25 Januszweski, A and Molenda, M. Educational Technology: A Definition with
Commentary. (New York : Routledge, 2008)
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6) Process. Process is a process in all the activities of creating (e.g. learning
design), using (e.g. learning implementation), and managing (e.g.
management activities).
7) Resources. Resources are sources of learning, both material and non-
material, human-being and non-human beings. The point is everything that
becomes the source for the learning process. This learning resource in the
definition of educational technology 2004 called technological resources.
8) Value. Value or ethical practice (practice ethical) is an activity / practice
that based on norms and values associated with the value of the profession
to be performed, such as the code of ethics in a job. The rules summarized
in the code of ethics are not a stalled rule, but rules that must be
understood and executed in order to create mutual respect in the realm of
educational technology.
c. Learning Resources/Instructional System Components
AECT Task Force on Definition and Terminology mentions that learning
resources are all of the resources (data, people, and things) which may be used
by the learner in isolation or in combination, usually in an informal manner, to
facilitate learning; they include messages, people, materials, devices,
techniques, and setting. While instructional system components are those
learning resources which are pre-structured in design or selection and
utilization, and combined into complete instructional system, to bring about
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purposive and controlled learning. The specifications of those learning
resources/instructional system components as follow26:
Table 2. Learning Resource/Instructional System Components
Resources or
components
Definition Examples
Message Information to be
transmitted by the
other components;
takes the form of
ideas, facts,
meanings, data.
Any subject matter or
content, e.g., the
history of the Greeks;
Ohm’s law; the
parliamentary system
of government;
conjugation of the
verb “to be”.
People Persons who are
acting to store and/or
transmit messages.
Teacher; student;
actor; speaker.
Material Items (traditionally
called media or
software) which
usually store
Messages for
Overhead
transparency; slide;
filmstrip; 16mm
motion picture; 8mm
motion picture;
26 Association for Educational Communications and Technology Task Force on
Definition and Terminology, The Definition of Educational Technology, (Washington, D.C:
Association for Educational Communications and Technology, 1997), pp. 8
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transmission by
devices; sometimes
self-displaying.
video-tape; record;
audiotape; program
instruction materials;
computer-assisted
instruction program;
book; journal.
Device Items (traditionally
called hardware)
which transmit
Messages stored on
Materials.
Overhead projector;
slide projector, 16mm
film projector; 8mm
film projector;
videotape recorder;
television set; record
player; radio; tape
recorder; dial access
information retrieval
system console;
teaching machine;
talking typewriter;
computer output
devices.
Technique Routine procedures
or precast molds for
using Material,
Computer assisted
instruction;
programed
22
Devices, Settings,
and People to
transmit Messages.
instruction;
simulation; gaming;
discovery; inquiry;
field trip; team
teaching;
individualized
instruction; self-
instruction; group
instruction; lecture;
discussion.
Settings The environment in
which the Messages
are received.
Physical; school
building;
instructional
materials centre;
library; studio;
classroom;
auditorium;
environmental;
lighting; heating
acoustics.
As shown on the table above, the specification of instructional
technology consists of messages, people, materials, devices, techniques, and
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settings. Despite the instructional concluded all the specifications before, the
researcher only focused on the devices which were the items to transmit
messages stored on material. Devices included many tools, such as overhead
projector; slide projector, 16mm film projector; 8mm film projector; videotape
recorder; television set; record player; radio; tape recorder; dial access
information retrieval system console; teaching machine; talking typewriter;
computer output devices. It also included the software or learning application
which assisted teachers in delivering their material.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. Research Method
1. Research Design
The researcher used the descriptive qualitative. Descriptive qualitative
study is the method of choice when straight descriptions of phenomena are
desired.27 This method also used in order to gain depth understanding and
described this study in broad information of English Language teachers’
perception.
2. Research Variable
This research had one dependent variable and one independent variable.
The dependent variable of this research was English Language teachers’
perception and the independent variable of this research was using instructional
technology in the classroom.
B. Research Subject
The participant of this research was three English language teachers that
had been recommended from three different senior high schools in Makassar,
such as Senior High School 5 Makassar, Senior High School 17 Makassar, and
Senior High School 21 Makassar. The teachers should have teaching
experience approximately five years in that school. In addition the teachers also
had a broad knowledge about the utilization of instructional technology in the
classroom.
27 Sandelowski, M. 2000. “Focus on research methods whatever happened to qualitative
description?” A Journal in Research of Nursing & Health, 23, p.334- 340.
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C. Research Instrument
The instrument that the researcher had conducted was a list of interview
notes and documentation. The value of interviewing is not only because it
builds a holistic snapshot, analyses words, reports detailed views of informants;
but also because it enables interviewees to speak in their own voice and
express their of their own thoughts and feelings.28 Despite the use of interview
provide in-depth information about participants’ inner values and beliefs, it is a
powerful way of getting insights into interviewee’s perception.29
The interview notes consisted of several questions related to this research.
In person, interview was taken due to the allowance of participants to provide
information and also allowed the researcher to control over the line of
questioning. The interview was an unstructured and open-ended interview with
probative and follow-up questions in order to enrich the data. The questions for
interviewing were divided into three parts based on the research question. This
assisted the researcher to generate coding data into some themes.
Documentation was also needed as the classroom circumstances situation from
the school.
D. Data Collecting Procedure
The data collection procedure of this research began by composing
several questions that conveyed to the participant. These questions were
verified by consultant of the researcher. When the questions were valid, the
researcher then visited schools that had been selected and met with the teacher.
28 Alshenqeeti, H. 2014. “Interviewing as a Data Collection Method: A Critical Review”.
English Linguistic Research Vol. 3, No.1) pp. 39-45
29 Ibid.
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After met with the teachers, the researcher informed them about the
objectivity of this research and we had made an appointment about the time.
The research began 11th September 2017 until 28th September 2017 due to the
teachers’ suitable time with the researcher. In interviewing, the research began
by asking some questions that had been valid before in language they were
comfortable to talk in to. The interview was face-to-face interview in which the
researcher asked the teacher about their perception of using instructional
technology in the classroom directly. The interview lasted for about 12-20
minutes for each teacher. Unfortunately the observation was not conducted due
to the school examination process during this research.
After collecting the data, the researcher analysed each of the notes and
recording. Then transcribed them into words to make the researcher easier to
code and analyse them.
E. Data Analysis Technique
The researcher analysed the data by using Creswell’s book in 2009
steps30. Step one, organize and prepare the data for analysis. This involves
transcribing interviews, optically scanning material, typing up field notes, or
sorting and arranging the data into different types depending on the sources of
the information.
Step two, read through all the data. A first step is to obtain a general
sense of the information and to reflect on its overall meaning. What general
ideas are participants saying? What is the tone of the ideas? What is the
30 Creswell, John. W. Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, And Mixed Methods
Approaches, (Thousand Oaks: Sage Publication Inc, 2009), pp. 185-190
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impression of the overall depth, credibility, and use of the information?
Sometimes qualitative researchers write notes in margins or start recording
general thoughts about the data at this stage.
Step three, begin detailed analysis with a coding process. Coding is the
process of organizing the material into chunks or segments of text before
bringing meaning to information. This process involves taking text data or
pictures gathered during data collection, segmenting sentences (or paragraphs)
or images into categories, and labelling those categories with a term, often a
term based in the actual language of the participant (called an in vivo term). In
this step, the researcher should develop codes only on the basis of emerging
information collected from participants, use predetermined and then fit the data
to them, or use some combination of predetermined and emerging codes.
Step four, use the coding process to generate a description of the setting
or people as well as categories or themes for analysis. Description involves a
detailed rendering of information about people, places, or events in a setting.
Then use the coding to generate a small number of themes or categories,
perhaps five to seven categories for a research study. These themes are the ones
that appear as major findings in qualitative studies and are often used to create
headings in the findings sections of studies. They should display multiple
perspectives from individuals and be supported by diverse quotations and
specific evidence.
Step five, advance how description and themes will be represented in the
qualitative narrative. The most popular approach is to use a narrative passage
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to convey the findings of the analysis. This might be a discussion that mentions
a chronology of events, the detailed discussion of several themes or a
discussion with interconnecting themes.
Last step, interpret the meaning of themes/description. This step includes
the researcher’s personal interpretation, couched in the understanding that the
inquirer brings to the study from her or his own culture, history, and
experiences. It could also be a meaning derived from a comparison of the
findings with information gleaned from the literature or theories. Thus,
interpretation in qualitative research can take many forms, be adapted for
different types of design, and be flexible to convey personal, research-based,
and actions meanings.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
The researcher describes the findings from the research data and the
discussion towards them in this chapter. In the findings section, the researcher
showed all the data which were achieved by conducting the research. While the
discussion section, the researcher analysed and discussed the data in the finding
section.
A. Findings
These findings were collected through interview to obtain English
language teachers perceptions of using instructional technology in the
classroom. The data results of this study were divided into three main themes
which regarded to the research questions for each teacher. The researcher also
named each teacher with initials; teacher A is the teacher from senior high
school 5 Makassar, teacher B is the teacher from senior high school 17
Makassar, and teacher C is the teacher from senior high school 21 Makassar.
1. English Language Teachers’ Perception of Using Instructional
Technology in the Classroom at Senior High School in Makassar.
In this main theme, the researcher focused on the English language
teachers’ perception of using instructional technology in the classroom. The
researcher also identified the English language teachers’ experience in using
instructional technology and the use of instructional technology training, and
the influence of instructional technology in teaching skill and teaching-learning
process.
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Teacher A
Perception of using instructional technology in the classroom:
“…according to me, using IT in the classroom in teaching in the classroom
gives many advantages for the students and the teachers. For the students,
they can improve their listening comprehension by listening the audio from
the speaker and the second the student can use their mobile-phone to learn
listening comprehension by scan the barcode of the book if the electricity is
off, the learning comprehension can be run well. Although there is no
electricity, the students can use their mobile-phone by scan the barcode of
the book and they can listen the listening comprehension from the native
speaker directly without leading by the teacher. The third is the teacher can
improve they knowledge about English by using internet through their
mobile-phone, they can study about how to speak English well, about the
pronunciation from native speaker and get information about English… get
information about the material they study in that day, so the language
teaching is not focus on the teacher but it’s centered to the students…”29
Experienced in using instructional technology:
“… in my way in teaching English sometimes before I give explanation to
the students I ask them to find information from the google first by using
HP, and then they share each other by give presentation, and then teacher
give additional information about the material. So the teacher doesn’t
explain directly but first I ask the students to find out the information by
reading or by looking for in the internet. And then they discuss the
material…”30
Students respond:
“… the students are very enthusiastic in using… if they get the information
by themselves, and the class will be active in learning if the learning focus
by the teacher sometime students get bored sleepy and so on but if they get
by themselves, they will be creative, they will be enthusiastic and they can
share each other because there are many information because there are
different information from one students to another students, except if the
material only give by the teacher. And the second, beside getting
information from HP and internet, sometimes I teach listening
comprehension by asking the students to listen from the recording if the
29 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
30 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
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electricity is off sometimes we get difficulties to teach listening
comprehension. But in my classroom I get the solution because the book
that I use from Erlangga, the publisher use barcode in that book, so the
students just scan the barcode and then they can hear the listening
comprehension directly through their mobile-phone although the electricity
is off. So the learning process can be run well…”31
The influence of instructional technology in teaching and learning process:
“… I think when I teach by using the old method, students, they motivated,
but when I use this way the students look better in understanding the
material because they get much information from the internet and they can
practice they listening comprehension by themselves by using their mobile-
phone. The most important thing that I get that  the class will not be bored
all the students will be enthusiast and attracted to the material, attracted to
listen if they don’t know they can repeat, repeat and then they can master in
understanding the listening comprehension…”32
Experienced in instructional technology training whether it is from government,
school or other institutes:
“… not really, I never follow it. I just improve myself by asking my friend
and my son, whatever to improve myself and understand IT, I never follow
it…”33
Opinion toward the school insistence to use instructional technology in the
class:
“… so my opinion it’s a good idea, give a lot of profits to the students
because it can’t be neglected that IT is necessary for us especially for the
students, improve themselves…”34
Teacher A explained that what the teacher perceived about using
instructional technology was about the advantages of it. The teacher mentioned
31 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
32 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
33 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
34 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
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that instructional technology assisted her in the way the teacher taught in the
classroom. The teacher also perceived that by using instructional technology in
the classroom, it motivated the students to gain much information in many
resources. The use of internet accessed as one of instructional technology
devices helped the teacher to improve her knowledge and skills in applying the
instructional technology and the way she taught in the classroom, despite she
had never experienced in instructional technology training for teacher. The
teacher was also positive toward the school regulation to force the teacher to
utilize the instructional technology which was available in school.
Teacher B
Perception of using instructional technology in the classroom:
“… instructional technology facilitates the student to learn, the learning is
going well, and helps to reach the objectivity of the teaching-learning
process...”35
Experienced in using instructional technology:
“… actually if for the use of technology I think it's good there is Edmodo
there is also a good Quipper because the average material in accordance
with the curriculum and Edmodo also Quipper directly to the material can
directly see the student's ability to answer questions. So online answer,
directly appear to know ooh this student’s ability is like this…”36
The influence of instructional technology in teaching and learning process:
“… actually not as we think of the technology because usually there are
obstacles with the use of technology for example if LCD is limited, it is very
hindering learning so the solution I think the simplest for the use of
technology is by searching material in mobile-phone because each student
now has a better mobile phone and meet the learner for learning but another
35 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
36 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
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constraint that is how the teacher really control the learning in the searching
by the student whether he is correct searching the material taught or
searching other material or he is playing games…”37
How to supervise:
“… supervision by approaching the student what he is searching because not
all students seriously searching what is requested by the teacher, usually
also the student may be bored or how suddenly he run to social media
etc…”38
Experienced in instructional technology training whether it is from government,
school or other institutes:
“… that is Wikispace partnership school training, there's training but stop
including me representing this school to Australia for collaboration, to
connect, how to connect Australian students with students here. But that has
stopped now, and that's not all teachers follow the training…”39
Perception of teacher needs to get training for the use of instructional
technology in school:
“… it'd be better especially I think it's Edmodo. Edmodo program…”40
Perception of instructional technology toward curriculum:
“… the actual use of technology depends on the teacher, what kind of
technology will be used in the classroom depending on ability and
experience. Same with lesson plan. Each teacher has a different lesson plan
similar to the use of which technology is suitable. The more professional
teacher, the more technology they can use…”41
Teacher B perceived that instructional technology facilitated the teacher
in teaching learning process. It also assisted the teacher to reach the objective
37 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
38 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
39 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
40 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
41 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
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of the lesson. The various alternatives of instructional technology affected the
activity in the classroom. The teacher mentioned that if troubles occurred in
one kind, the teacher replaced it to another instructional technology. For
instance, if the electricity was off, she replaced it to use mobile phone.
The experience that the teacher obtained from training influenced the
teacher to use some modern software or learning application, such as Edmodo
and Quipper. Edmodo is an educational technology company offering a
communication, collaboration, and coaching platform to K-12 schools and
teachers. 42 This application or platform also enabled the teacher to share
content, distribute quizzes, assignments, and communicate to students,
colleagues, and parents. While Quipper is a free online platform for teachers
and students which consisted of two parts such as link for teachers and learn
for students.43This platform helped the teachers to create their educational
content, send assignments and practice, view and download analytics, and
work along with students and other teachers.
Teacher C
Perception of using instructional technology in the classroom:
“… what I understand is coming from two words, instructional coming from
instruction and technology is coming from technology. So I think the way
we do in the class and teaching our students more or less using technology
something like that. I don’t know. This is my perception so. It’s supposed to
be something like combination between traditional talking and using
technology. Technology is a very broad terms, it’s not quite
42 “Edmodo”, Wikipedia the Free Encyclopedia. http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmodo
(1 November 2017)
43 “What is Quipper School”, Quipper. https://help.quipper.com/en/articles/what-is-
quipper-school (1 November 2017)
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particulartechnology but in a broad terms. It could be in a form of LCD,
laptop, or power point presentation, so lot, like that…”44
Experience of using instructional technology in the classroom:
“… well, I’m not standing myself against technology, but I think technology
is going to be useful, is going to be dependent, it could be, well, the
usefulness of technology is going to be dependent on the context. Not every
material that you have in mind that you already give to your students is
good to be given is good in the way you use technology…”45
Correlation between material and instructional technology:
“… I think, if you, for example when you need a kind of brainstorming
before you start your lesson or something like that you would like to give
your students some kind of stimulus, so I think stimulus is good by using
technology. But in language, I think technology is not going to be playing
an important role, especially for English teacher. If you are good English
teacher, you can use the language maximum, in a maximum term like that.
You can use the language comprehensively, so I think it is good if you open
your language, if you open your classroom by telling your students story
something like that or giving game like opening game, opening kind of
games like that. So we not suppose, so it is not always to be good using
technology in teaching language. So this is my perception, so this is what I
feel, what I’ve been experiencing using technology…”46
The influence of instructional technology in language teaching:
“… so, for example when I would make some kind of simulation. So,
understanding, for example about complex sentences or compound
sentences. So sometimes if we just write down on the whiteboard, for
students it is hard to follow our explanation. But if I’m using Macromedia
like that, analysing the language which one, analysing the sentences
between the relation between the main clause and sub-clause and could be
that one sentence has many ideas like that. So sometimes students just miss
which one is the main idea so when using macromedia something like that
one thing is that show that and then follow after that so it’s quite collected in
their mind, understanding the situation so this is I’m using this one. I mean
44 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
45 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
46 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
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sometimes there are materials that hard to be explained to them using chalk,
using marker, using on the whiteboard, sometimes…”47
Experienced in instructional technology training whether it is from government,
school or other institutes:
“… yes, I have been several times chosen to the English language training
using instructional technology (multimedia) but not in Makassar…”48
How it was going:
“… good, it’s a very good. I got a lot of things there. I know how to make
video, film, editing film, recording, Macromedia (for teaching)…”49
Perception of teacher needs to get training for the use of instructional
technology in school:
“… oh, yes because as the role model I think for the first phase of
understanding. If you just have a good English skills and recording, the
teacher can record their own voice, dub the way of speaking in audio and
give it to the students. I do believe it has a very good impact to the student,
because before you understanding Donald Trump way of speaking you must
understand the way the teachers’ speaking right? So that’s why. I record my
voice to give explanation…”50
Students’ respond:
“… very good they always think that the recording is very much easier then
understanding Brad Pitt or Barack Obama, so it’s because we have the same
background of language…”51
Teacher C stated that instructional technology is supposed to be
something like combination between traditional talking and using technology.
47 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
48 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
49 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
50 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
51 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
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The teacher also perceived that the advantages of instructional technology
depended on the context and the material itself. The teacher added that not all
materials were going along with instructional technology. Some materials were
also depended on the English language teachers’ skill in using language and
teaching. The skill on how to operate instructional technology had also an
impact, how the teacher matched between the instructional technology and
material. That is why the teacher mentioned the experience in instructional
technology training assist the teacher skill in utilizing instructional technology.
2. English Language Teachers’ Perception on Professional Development
Needs of Instructional Technology in the Classroom.
This second theme focused on the teachers’ perception of instructional
technology devices. The devices here were the professional development one
which followed the development of technology. The teachers were asked their
perception of types of instructional technology which were available in the
classroom, kinds of technology usually used in the classroom, the English
language material and instructional technology, and perception of the
professional development needs of instructional technology in the classroom.
Teacher A
Type of instructional technology use in the classroom:
“… for the first, internet, the second is audio lingual from the tape-recorder
and the third we can use the barcode scanning to listen through HP. The
most important think they use internet…”52
Allow the students to use mobile phone in the classroom:
52 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
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“… yes, actually if the learning is… the assistance of IT I ask them to take
their HP and use that but if I explain something I ask them to turn it off. I
ask them to use it according to the situation. If it is needed you can use it,
but if it’s not needed don’t use it. Based on the situation…”53
Type of technology in the school that helps a lot in teaching:
“… actually, we have internet access here, speaker in listening
comprehension. If we got difficulties in using internet access from the
school we can ask the students by using their own data/mobile-phone…”54
Specific materials to use instructional technology:
“… sometimes in listening comprehension I ask the students to use tape-
recorder and the second they can use their mobile-phone by scanning the
barcode of the book and connect to the mobile-phone and they listen by
themselves. Second in speaking, sometimes I present some of the native
speaker conversation in the classroom by using LCD connect with my
laptop and then ask them to practice like they see…”55
The use of some learning application or software:
“… actually the teacher here has used instructional technology for e-
learning some of the students have used e-learning, so they can evaluate the
students directly by spending little time no need a lot of time to give the test,
ask the students and give examination at home…”56
Perception of the professional development needs of instructional technology:
“… yes, it can’t be neglected that it’s needed of course because it can give
profit…”57
Internet accessed, audio-visual tools, tape recorder, speaker, laptop,
LCD, students’ mobile phone, and advanced handbook were the tools that
the teacher A used in the classroom. The use of these devices depended on
53 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
54 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
55 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
56 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
57 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
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the material or topic of the lesson. Related to the professional device, the
teacher agreed that the instructional technology the teacher had still needed
the development, video-conference for example.
Teacher B
Type of instructional technology use in the classroom:
“… many kinds. Can be LCD, mobile-phone, laptop, LCD (projector) and
mobile-phone, and speakers for audio.…”58
How about the language lab:
“… for now is not used because it is being renovated. Language labs,
replaced with more sophisticated technology, such as video use can use
laptops and LCDs, not necessarily in language labs. Then, the conversation
dialog is not necessarily in the language lab, because now students can now
create their own video, make their own dialogue and I think the language lab
has been replaced with the times, and more effective technology…”59
Specific materials to use instructional technology:
“… reading, speaking, and listening also exist…”60
Perception of the professional development needs of instructional technology
for example with video-conference or others:
“… if the video conference I have never tried with students, give the task
with video-conference, not yet. I think it's good because it's a live fact, but
back to the teachers again how professional the teacher is, and can use any
technology, depending on if he is more professional means he/she also uses
more technology…”61
58 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
59 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
60 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
61 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
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Teacher B mentioned the devices which assisted to the learning process
such as learning platform, students’ mobile phone, projector, speaker, and
laptop. Teacher B also used these devices in specific material which needed to
use that. In same view with teacher A, teacher B also agreed that the
instructional technology available in the school right now still need the
professional development.
Teacher C
Types of instructional technology that available in the classroom:
“… I think the most that I’ve been exploring is a Powerpoint and
macromedia and sometimes a quiz, some quiz software like hot-potatoes
and then like scrabble and then another punch-word maybe and using
LCD…”62
Kinds of instructional technology that usually use in the classroom:
“… what kind of technology? It’s an audio to play in the listening material
and then the students try to catch the listening material and after that I give
them question, that’s a very simple audio recording…”63
Specific materials to use that instructional technology:
“… mostly listening…”64
How about in writing and reading or speaking:
“… writing is more… if you understand about writing, writing is more
personal, is about creativity inside like that. So, you cannot just be changed.
What you have in mind there. It’s about creativity, it’s about feel. Feels
cannot be simulated, something that come from your heart like that. So it’s
cannot be simulated. I cannot make you happy if you’re not happy. I cannot
62 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
63 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
64 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
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make you angry if you’re not angry with me. So, that’s feel. So writing is
feel…”65
How about speaking:
“… speaking, yes. Speaking is very good especially there are some videos
that actually design for speaking activity. There is a post and then the
presenter is asking the students with some time with the time question. So
the presenter looks like asking the students from the video and then there is
a white dot or black dot right at the bottom of the screen. So there is a
timing. So it seems that the student is a time to how to respond to the
presenter. There are some videos I have some videos. Let me speak. The
title is let me speak. It’s a video English material. English lesson video
material…”66
Kinds of technology that help a lot in the classroom:
“… well, I think, now I’m having a group with my students in WhatsApp,
I’m having a group in Line with my students even maybe I’m not very
active. I set up a group in WhatsApp in every class. I’m sorry because I
belong in many groups sometimes it’s hard for me to respond simple think
like that. But I try myself to respond…”67
The purpose of social media platform:
“… encouraging the students to write English, to speak up their mind, to
express their own feeling I mean in English like that. So I think it’s very
helpful but of course if I have motivated students in the class not all students
I’m going to be involved in this case. It’s only 5 or 7% of the students’
active member…”68
Students respond about that:
“… well, the response is going to depend on the stimulus. But since the
students are very simple mind something like that. It’s hard for us to talk
about big thing, about very difficult topic like that. So, mostly it’s about
65 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
66 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
67 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
68 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
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simple thing like saying good morning, how are you sir, how’s your life. It’s
like chit-chat…”69
Teacher C used powerpoint, macromedia, quiz software, LCD, laptop,
audio recording, video, and social media platform. The teacher specified each
device into the topic of the learning. Despite the professional development
needs of instructional technology, the teacher implied that school facilities
needed to be available whenever the teacher wanted to use it.
3. English Language Teachers’ Perception of Barriers and Challenges to
the Use of Instructional Technology in the Classroom.
This main theme identified the English language teachers’ perception of
barriers and challenges in using instructional technology, how to prevent or
decrease those barriers and challenges, and the effect of it.
Teacher A
Barriers and challenges in using instructional technology:
“… yes, the challenges learning by using IT it’s expensive maybe. The first
the electricity should be on, the internet access should be well and spend a
lot of money, because students should prepare data and buy data for internet
access in studying listening comprehension by scanning the barcode in
getting information by using internet, all of this need a lot of money actually.
It’s expensive but valuable. It can’t be neglected that we need it to improve
our students.…”70
How to prevent or decrease that barriers and challenges:
“… as I told you before that the challenges here the electricity because we
have limited electricity so to overcome this problem I ask the students by
69 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
70 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
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using their own data in the mobile-phone studying through their mobile-
phone to get internet access by using their own data…”71
As the conclusion, the importance of using instructional technology:
“… of course it is very important for us. Because it can’t be neglected that
we need it, we need a lot of information to improve the students’ knowledge.
It can’t be neglected the information can be accessed widely from internet.
So the students understand and should know how to use IT.in national
examination if the room is bigger use mobile-phone/headphone if it’s
narrower we use speaker…”72
Teacher A stated that the barriers and challenges in using instructional
technology was firstly the limited of the electricity. The electricity was usually
off so that the instructional technology which needed electricity connection
couldn’t be used. The teacher stated that the alternative to overcome this
problem was students’ mobile phone that assisted the teacher to make the
students processed the information they obtained. Secondly, the expensiveness
of instructional devices. The teacher perceived that the instructional technology
was expensive, especially for internet access for students’ mobile phone.
Despite all of the barriers and challenges, the teacher was still positive toward
the importance of instructional technology in the classroom
Teacher B
School facilities support:
“… it does not support because the LCD (projector) now is run out and
damaged…”73
71 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
72 HN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 5 Makassar, September 28th,
2017).
73 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
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How to decrease it and the alternatives:
“… alternatively friends already have their own LCD or in turn to use LCD
in LCD usage list…”74
Barriers and challenges in using instructional technology:
“… that's if the electricity is usually off and less school facilities…”75
How to prevent:
“… if it's suddenly turning off so move to another material that does not use
technology…”76
As the conclusion, the importance of using instructional technology:
“… it is important. Instructional technology is very helpful for students but
not in each session must use technology…”77
Teacher B had the same perception with teacher A, in which the barriers
and challenges in using instructional technology was the limited of electricity.
The teacher added that the second barriers and challenges was the limited
school facilities, especially instructional technology devices such as LCD. To
overcome these problems, the teacher replaced the topic to the next lesson
which is not required instructional technology. Nonetheless, the teacher still
agreed that the instructional technology is important in instructional technology.
74 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
75 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
76 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
77 K, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 17 Makassar, September 22th,
2017).
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Teacher C
Barriers in using instructional technology:
“… the technology itself it’s not a problem for most of us, to tell you the
truth. No one of my students now does not have Android, they all have
Android, they all have laptop. So the problem is not technology. The
problem is the limitation of their language, that is the most problem that I
now feel to my students. They’re not quite easy to write something or to say
things or to speak up their mind, it’s not easy. But I think they have to be in
force, they have to be understood, just because it is not only for entertaining,
it’s also for learning…”78
The use of software and learning application:
“… not yet, but I know. When you are a teacher, you will be restricted by
many rules, curriculum, syllabus, so we cannot just use that thing easily as
long it is not conformed with curriculum. That’s the problem so we have to
design, we have to re-design our material to make it match with that
software/application. That is the problem and it needs a lot of thought, and I
don’t like it, just because we are underpaid. I don’t blame curriculum, you
may say about many games/application, not all is going to be matched with
curriculum. You see that…”79
Challenges in using instructional technology:
“… yes, so we are restricted by, and sometimes the facilitation is not
supported like that, just like you’ve seen like LCD just put there on the
sailing but it cannot be used, it’s broken for a long time. If I would like to
use audio, my speaker is too small, the reachability of my audio is limited,
not all student will catch, just the student in front of me. If I would like to
use a very good audio, so I must go in language lab in which I can explore
all the material to my student, but the problem we don’t have it yet in this
school. And the speaker is one-line speaker…”80
How to make it effective/ prevent or decrease:
“… if you asking me about effectiveness, it is about the percentage. How
many percent is effective and vice versa. So I cannot say that. What I’m
doing with technology is only how I help my students understand me. I am
78 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
79 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
80 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
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not talking about effectiveness. So if you just say the effectiveness I cannot
answer that just because if you want to know the effectiveness of the
technology it has to be accompanied with evaluation. So the evaluation must
also use technology like that, but the evaluation we have the traditional one
it just paper based test like that…”81
The effect of instructional technology:
“… it’s not quite affected. I believe that to be a teacher you have to be a
very good speaker and English skills, that’s why you can compensate the
weaknesses of the situation. So technology is not playing a very important
role in my world of teaching. I mean a well depend on the situation, I mean
if I go to school with the good lab for example, I think we can say that
technology is going to be having a very good rules…”82
As the conclusion, the importance of using instructional technology:
“… I think it’s important. I may say that less important. It’s hard for me to
say but. Like I told you not all the material are matched with technology. So
if I would like give reading passage, along reading passage…”83
Teacher C implied that the limited facilities from school are one of the
barriers and challenges. The teacher added that the main problem was not in
the instructional technology but the limitation of the students’ knowledge.
However, they have to be told the primary benefit of the devices they had on
their own such as mobile phone. The teacher also implied that if the school had
the good facilities, it would affected someone perception that it was a good
rules. Nonetheless, the teacher perceived that instructional technology is
important in some points, specifically in the material verification.
81 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
82 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
83 MN, Semi-Structured Interview (Senior High School 21 Makassar, September 11th,
2017).
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B. Discussions
This part, the researcher discussed the themes based on the findings
before which consisted of three main themes. Those were:
1. English Language Teachers’ Perception of Using Instructional
Technology in the Classroom at Senior High School in Makassar.
This theme, the researcher asked the English language teachers’
perception of using instructional technology in the classroom. It is also
related to what they had experienced by using instructional technology.
These experiences also related to their experience on having such training
on how to use instructional technology in the classroom. Moreover, their
perceptions also influenced their use of instructional technology in the
classroom.
Each teacher had a various background which influenced to their use
of instructional technology in the classroom. Teacher A which is from
senior high school 5 Makassar had argued that instructional technology
gives many advantages both for the students and the teachers. The teacher
perceived that students could get benefit from the instructional technology
they used such as mobile-phone and a book which had a barcode to access
podcast in listening part. The teacher also perceived that it assisted to gain
more information about English and also helped to improve the English
language and skill in language teaching. Despite the teacher hadn’t had
experience on using instructional technology training, the teacher could still
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improve to learn operating instructional technology due to the school rules
to force the teacher in using instructional technology.
Teacher B which is from senior high school 17 perceived that
instructional technology was important in English language teaching.
Because it facilitated the students to learn, the leaning process was going
well, and helped to reach the objectivity of the teaching-learning process.
The teacher had an experience from Australia for the use of instructional
technology training. The teacher suggested that two kinds of learning
applications that would help teacher in teaching, those were Edmodo and
Quipper. As the researcher experienced, this was the first time to recognise
Edmodo and Quipper in English language teaching. The teacher also
perceived that various kinds of instructional technology helped to decrease
the limitedness of school facilities, in order to meet students’ need.
Teacher C, which is from senior high school 21 Makassar perceived
that the way we did in the class and teaching our students more or less using
technology. It was also supposed to be something like combination between
traditional talking and using technology while technology was a very broad
terms that could be in forms of LCD, laptop, or powerpoint presentation,
and so forth. The teacher also perceived that instructional technology was
going to be useful depended on the context. Previously, The teacher had got
some training on using instructional technology (multimedia) when he was a
teacher in Middle Java province seven years ago. The perceived that the
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training helped to understand on how to make video, film, editing film,
recording, and macromedia.
The English language teachers’ perception conformed with Kural &
Yaratan findings which also stated that the traditional technologies mostly
provide good control over English Language teaching modern technologies
provide interactive environment and improve English skills.
2. English Language Teachers’ Perception of Professional Development
Needs of Instructional Technology in the Classroom.
This theme referred to English language teachers’ perception of
professional development needs of instructional technology in the classroom.
Before discussing the main topic, the researcher asked the teachers about the
instructional technology they used and the availability of the devices, when
to use instructional technology, then their perception of professional
development needs of instructional technology in the classroom. Teacher A
mentioned several instructional technologies that were available in school
such as internet access, audio-lingual devices, LCD, speaker, and language
labs which was available but it couldn’t be used. Beside those instructional
technologies, the teacher used other tools in the classroom such as laptop, e-
learning, book, and students’ mobile-phone. These tools helped the teacher
to deliver the material in the classroom in specific occasion or materials.
Nonetheless, she perceived that it couldn’t be neglected that the teacher
needed the professional development of instructional technology which
facilitated teachers to teach in the classroom.
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Meanwhile, teacher B mentioned that LCD, mobile-phone, speaker,
laptop, and students’ mobile-phone were the tools that the teacher used in
the classroom. The teacher also used learning application such as Edmodo
and Quipper to help the teacher in the classroom. The teacher also argued
that the use of instructional technology depended on the topic. It implied
that there were specific occasions and materials to use instructional
technology. Nonetheless, the teacher perceived that the instructional
technology needed professional development such as video-conference and
others.
Furthermore, teacher C mentioned the instructional technology used in
the classroom, such as Powerpoint, macromedia, quiz software, LCD, audio
tools, videos, social media, and laptop. The teacher quite seldom used
instructional technology in the classroom due to the limitedness of facilities
in school. The teacher perceived that the professional development was
needed in order to fulfil the students’ need. The teacher also perceived that
the availability of instructional technology was needed because it helped
both teachers and students.
These results was in conformity with Almekhlafi and Almeqdadi’s
research which found that teacher used a number of technologies in the
classroom such as software or learning application, internet, and OHP or
LCD. Their findings mentioned that the teachers suggested that schools
should provide teachers with affordable and/or free professional
development subjects.
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3. English Language Teachers’ Perception of Barriers and Challenges to
the Use of Instructional Technology in the Classroom.
What teachers perceived of barriers and challenges to the use of
instructional technology in the classroom was talked in this theme. Another
topic which was referred to this theme was the prevention of the upcoming
barriers and challenges and how it affected their teaching. These also
affected their perception of using instructional technology in the classroom.
Teacher A perceived that the main barriers and challenges faced in the
classroom was the expensiveness of the tools. The teacher said it needed a
lot of money in order to have instructional technology. Another one was
school facilities. The teacher stated that sometimes the electricity was off
which impacted to the use of instructional technology. To overcome the
problem, the teacher used students’ mobile-phone to get accessed to the
barcoding data from the book.
On the other hand, teacher B perceived that the main barriers and
challenges in using instructional technology was the limitedness of school
facilities. The teacher mentioned that LCD (projector) was sometimes
limited. The electricity was sometimes off too. So, to overcome the
problems, teacher B moved to another material which is not use that tools.
Meanwhile teacher C perceived that the problem was not coming from
instructional technology but it was related to the limitation of the students’
language. The teacher also perceived that not all the instructional
technology was matched with the material. Another barriers and challenges
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were school facilities. The limitation of the facilities made the teacher to
redesign the material. The teacher also mentioned that the availability of
instructional technology affected to the teachers’ perception of it.
The teachers’ perception was similar with Davidson, at al. findings
which implied that the barriers were the access to technology and school
infrastructure or facilities. However, the teachers were positive toward the
use of instructional technology.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter consists of two sections. The first section deals with the
conclusions and the second one deals with suggestions.
A. Conclusions
Based on the discussion, the researcher concluded that:
1. English language teachers’ from those schools perceived that instructional
technology was important. Because it facilitated them to deliver material to
the students and helped them to overcome the problems while teaching.
2. English language teachers’ also perceived that they needed professional
development of instructional technology due to the limitedness of school
facilities.
3. English language teachers’ barriers and challenges were generally school
facilities. They all confirmed that it obstructed their teaching-learning
process in the classroom. They had various ways to overcome the barriers
and challenges they faced.
B. Suggestions
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher proposes the following
suggestions:
1. For the teacher, the researcher suggests that the teacher will use instructional
technology which is available and appropriate with the students’ need in
order to reach the objectivity of the lesson.
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2. For the school, the researcher suggests that the school will increase the
availability of instructional technology for the teaching use. Besides, the
other professional development tool is needed in order to overcome the
barriers and challenges.
3. For the other researchers, the researcher suggests that another aspect of
instructional technology is needed to be observed. Furthermore, students’
perception also needed in order to obtain many perceptions toward the use
of instructional technology in the classroom.
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Interview List
a. English language teachers’ perception of using instructional technology in
the classroom.
1. How do you perceive the use of instructional technology in the classroom?
2. Could you explain how was your experience using instructional
technology in the classroom?
3. How does instructional technology influence your teaching skill and
teaching-learning process?
b. English language teachers’ perception on professional development needs of
instructional technology in the classroom.
1. What types of instructional technology are available in the classroom?
2. What kind of technology do you usually use in your class? Why?
3. In what activity do you usually use instructional technology in the
classroom?
4. How do you perceive the professional development needs of instructional
technology in your classroom?
5. What types of technology are they?
c. English language teachers’ perception of barriers and challenges to the use
of instructional technology in the classroom.
1. What are the barriers and challenges in using instructional technology in
the classroom?
2. How do you decrease and prevent those barriers and challenges?
3. How do the barriers and challenges affect your teaching?
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Teacher A (Haerunnufudz, S.Pd, M.Pd.)
Senior High School 5 Makassar
Interview data
28 September 2017
Researcher: how do you perceive mam about instructional technology itself?
Teacher: according to me, using IT in the classroom in teaching in the classroom gives many
advantages for the students and the teachers. For the students, they can improve they listening
comprehension by listening the audio from the speaker and the second the student can use
their handphone to learn listening comprehension by scan the barcode of the book if the
electricity is off, the learning comprehension can be run well. Although there is no electricity,
the students can use their cellphone by scan the barcode of the book and they can listen the
listening comprehension from the native speaker directly without leading by the teacher. The
third is the teacher can improve they knowledge about English by using internet through their
mobilephone, they can study about how to speak English well, about the pronunciation from
native speaker and get information about English… get information about the material they
study in that day, so the language teaching is not focus on the teacher but it’s centered to the
students.
Researcher: how was your experience by using IT?
Teacher: in my way in teaching English sometimes before I give explanation to the students
I ask them to find information from the google first by using HP, and then they share each
other by give presentation, and then teacher give additional information about the material.
So the teacher doesn’t explain directly but first I ask the students to find out the information
by reading or by looking for in the internet. And then they discuss the material.
Researcher: how do they feel when you ask them to do that?
Teacher: the students are very enthusiast in using… if they get the information by
themselves, and the class will be active in learning if the learning focus by the teacher
sometime students get bored sleepy and so on but if they get by themselves, they will be
creative, they will be enthusiast and they can share each other because there are many
information because there are different information from one students to another students,
except if the material only give by the teacher. And the second beside getting information
from HP and internet, sometimes I teach listening comprehension by asking the students to
listen from the recording if the electricity is off sometimes we get difficulties to teach
listening comprehension. But in my classroom I get the solution because the book that I use
from Erlangga, the publisher use barcode in that book, so the students just scan the barcode
and then they can hear the listening comprehension directly through their cellphone although
the electricity is off. So the learning process can be run well.
Researcher: so how does the IT influence your teaching and learning process?
Teacher: I think when I teach by using the old method, students, they motivated, but when I
use this way the students look better in understanding the material because they get much
information from the internet and they can practice they listening comprehension by
themselves by using their cellphone. The most important thing that I get that  the class will
not be bored all the students will be enthusiast and attracted to the material, attracted to listen
if they don’t know they can repeat, repeat and then they can master in understanding the
listening comprehension
Reseacher: have you ever got or experienced training from whether it is from government,
school or other institutes?
Teacher: not really, I never follow it. I just improve myself by asking my friend and my son,
whatever to improve myself and understand IT, I never follow it.
Reseacher: so heard that this school force the teacher to use IT in the class, so what’s your
opinion about that?
Teacher: so my pinion it’s a good idea, give a lot of profits to the students because it can’t be
negletted that IT is necessary for us especially for the students, improve themselves.
Researcher: what type of IT do you use in the classroom?
Teacher: for the first, internet, the second is audio lingual from the tape-recorder and the
third we can use the barcode scanning to listen through HP. The most importnant think they
use internet.
Researcher: so you can allow the students to use HP in the class?
Teacher: yes, actually if the learning is… the assistance of IT I ask them to take their HP and
use that but if I explain something I ask them to turn it off. I ask them to use it according to
the situation. If it is needed you can use it, but if it’s not needed don’t use it. Based on the
situation.
Researcher: what type of technology in the school that helps you a lot in teaching?
Teacher: actually, we have internet access here, speaker in listening comprehension. If we
got difficulties in using internet access from the school we can ask the students by using their
own data/cellphone.
Researcher: the previous teacher I ask say that there are specific material to use IT, in what
material do you use IT?
Teacher: sometimes in listening comprehension I ask the students to use tape-recorder and
the second they can use their cellphone by scanning the barcode of the book and connect to
the cellphone and they listen by themselves. Second in speaking, sometimes I present some of
the native speaker conversation in the classroom by using LCD connect with my laptop and
then ask them to practice like they see.
Researcher: do you think that the IT that you use need professional development for
example like using videoconference, and so forth?
Teacher: yes, it can’t be neglected that it’s needed of course because it can give profit
Researcher: next is about barriers and challenges that you face by using IT…
Teacher: ya, the challenges learning by using IT it’s expensive maybe. The first the
electricity should be on, the internet access should be well and spend a lot of money, because
students should prepare data and buy data for internet access in studying listening
comprehension by scanning the barcode in getting information by using internet, all of this
need a lot of money actually.
Researcher: so it’s expensive one.
Teacher: yeah expensive but valuable. It can’t be neglected that we need it to improve our
students.
Researcher: how do you prevent or decrease that barriers and challenges you face?
Teacher: as I told you before that the challenges here the electricity because we have limited
electricity so to overcome this problem I ask the students by using their own data in the
cellphone studying through their hp to get internet access by using their own data.
Researcher: have you ever use some application or software that helps you a lot. Or any
other.
Teacher: actually the teacher here has used IT for e-learning some of the students have used
e-learning, so they can evaluate the students directly by spending little time no need a lot of
time to give the test, ask the students and give examination at home.
Researcher: as the conclusion, how do you think the IT? Is it important or not?
Teacher: of course it is very important for us. Because it can’t be neglected that we need it,
we need a lot of information to improve the students’ knowledge. It can’t be neglected the
information can be accessed widely from internet. So the students understand and should
know how to use IT.in national examination if the room is bigger use handphone/headphone
if it’s narrower we use speaker.
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Researcher: bagaimana instruksi teknologi membantu ibu dalam mengajar di dalam kelas?
Teacher: sebenarnya tidak seperti yang kita pikirkan teknologi itu karena biasanya ada
kendala dengan penggunaan teknologi misalnya kalau penggunaan LCD terus LCD itu
terbatas fasilitas sekolah itu terbatas, itu sangat menghalangi pembelajaran jadi solusinya
saya kira yang tersimple untuk penggunaan teknologi itu adalah dengan searching material di
handphone siswa masing-masing karena sekarang siswa memiliki handphone yang lebih baik
dan memenuhi sarat untuk pembelajaran namun kendala yang lain itu adalah bagaimana guru
betul-betul mengontrol pembelajaran yang di searching oleh siswa apakah dia betul searching
materi yang diajarkan atau searching materi yang lain atau dia bermain game.
Researcher: pengawasannya itu seperti apa bu?
Teacher: pengawasan dengan mendekati siswa apa yang dia searching kaerna tdk semua
siswa serius searching apa yang diminta oleh guru, biasanya juga siswa mungkin bosan atau
bagaimana tiba-tiba dia lari ke sosmed dll
Researcher: dari pengalaman ibu sendiri apakah ada semacam training untuk bagaimana
penggunaan teknologi pembelajaran itu sendiri bu ? entahkah dari pemerintah, sekolah, atau
instansi lainnya?
Teacher: sebenarnya kalau untuk penggunaan teknologi menurut saya itu yang baik ada yang
edmodo itu ada juga quipper itu bagus karena rata-rata materinya sesuai dengan kurikulum
dan edmodo juga quipper langsung ke materi bisa langsung melihat kemampuan siswa
menjawab soal soal. Jd online jawabannya, langsung muncuk oh si ini kemampuannya seperti
ini.
Researcher: kalau misalnya pelatihan untuk bagaimana menggunakan teknologi dari sekolah
apakah ada bu atau dari pemerintah? Saya tadi sempat lihat di madding beberapa guru yang
mengikuti pelatihan di Australi.
Teacher: kalau yang itu trainingnya partnership school wikispace, memang ada training tapi
berhenti termasuk saya yang mewakili sekolah ke Australia itu untuk collaboration, untuk
connect, bagaimana connect siswa Australia dengan siswa disini. Tapi itu sudah berhenti
sekarang, dan itu tidak semua guru mengikuti training tersebut
Researcher: selanjutnya kalau dari penggunaan teknologi itu sendiri apakah sesuai dengan
kurikulum atau kurikulum membatasi, atau bagaimana bu?
Teacher: sebenarnya penggunaan teknologi itu tergantung dari gurunya, teknologi macam
apa yang akan digunakan di dalam kelas tergantung dari kemampuan, pengalaman. Sama saja
dengan lesson plan. Tiap guru itu memiliki lesson plan yang berbeda sama juga dengan
penggunaan teknologi yang mana yang cocok. The more professional teacher, the more
technology they can use
Researcher: Jadi persepsi ibu terhadap teknologi pembelajaran adalah?
Teacher: membantu siswa, kelancaran pembelajaran, dan membantu ketercapaian tujuan
pembelajaran.
Researcher: selanjutnya untuk tipe-tipe teknologi pembelaran apa bu yang sering digunakan
di kelas?
Teacher: jenisnya banyak. Bisa LCD, handphone.
Researcher: untuk lab bahasa?
Teacher: untuk saat ini tidak digunakan karena sedang direnovasi. Lab bahasa, suadah
tergantikan dengan teknologi yang lebih canggih, seperti penggunaan video kan bisa
menggunakan laptop dan LCD, tidak harus di lab bahasa. Kemudian, dialog conversationnya
tidak mesti di lab bahasa, karena sekarang siswa sekarangsdh bisa bikin video sendiri, bikin
dialog sendiri dan itu saya kira lab bahasa sudah tergantikan dengan zaman,dan teknologi
yang lebih efektif
Researcher: apa yang sering ibu gunakan di dalam kelas?
Teacher: kalau saya Cuma laptop LCD dan handphone, dan speaker untuk audio
Researcher: untuk materi apa bu penggunaannya, apakah ada materi-materi tertentu?
Misalnya untuk speaking listening?
Teacher: reading, speaking, dan listening juga ada?
Researcher: jadi penggunaannya tergantung dari materinya bu?
Teacher: iya.
Researcher: bagaimana menurut ibu tentang.. sekarang kan teknologi semakin berkembang
jenisnya yang sdh develop, jadi bagaimana penggunaanya bu untuk di kelas, misalnya saja
dengan video-conference kah misalnya atau penggunaan lainnya.
Teacher: kalau video conference saya belum pernah coba dengan siswa, memberi tugas
dengan video converence, belum. Saya kira itu bagus karena itu langsung live faktanya,
namun back to the teachers again seberapa profesionalnya guru itu, dy bisa menggunakan
teknologi apapun, tergantung kalau dia lebih professional berarti dia juga lebih banyak
menggunakan teknologi
Researcher: dari fasilitas sekolah sendiri bu apakah mendukung?
Teacher: tidak mendukung karena LCDnya sekarang habis rusak.
Researcher: jadi bagaimana bu alternatifnya?
Teacher: alternatifnya teman-teman sudah punya LCD sendiri atau giliran menggunakan
LCD di daftar pengunaan LCD.
Researcher: dari segi kesulitan atau hambatan apakah ada bu dalam penggunaan teknologi
pembelarajan itu sendiri?
Teacher: itu saja kalau biasa mati lamp uterus kurang fasilitas sekolah
Researcher: terus bagaimana bu cara mencegahnya?
Teacher: kalau seumpama tiba-tiba mati lampu ya ke material lain lompat ke material lain
yang tidak menggunakan teknologi.
Researcher: terus bagaimana responnya siswa bu terhadap penggunaan teknologi
pembelajaran?
Teacher: ya, mereka senang, dengan adanya teknologi tapi tidak juga tiap pertemuan harus
ada teknologi, tergantung dari gurunya
Researcher: selanjutnya menurut ibu apakah setiap guru perlu untuk mendapatkan pelatihan
untuk penggunaan teknologi pembelajaran di sekolah
Teacher: sebaiknya terutama saya kira yang bagus itu edmodo. Program edmodo.
Researcher: itu semacam softwarekah bu atau?
Teacher: iya, software. Ada aplikasinya
Researcher: terakhir bu sebagai kesimpulan bagaimana pendapat ibu tentang teknologi
pembelajaran?
Teacher: teknologi pembelajaran itu sangat membantu siswa namun tidak ditiap sesi harus
menggunakan teknologi
Researcher: jadi pentingkah teknologi di dalam kelas bu?
Teacher: ya penting.
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Researcher: how do you perceive of using instructional technology in the classroom?
Teacher: what I understand is coming from the two words, instructional coming from
instruction and technology is coming from technology. So I think the way we do in the class
and teaching our students more or less using technology something like that. I don’t know.
This is my perception so. It’s supposed to be something that.. er.. like.. er.. combination
between er.. traditional talking and using technology. Technology is a very broad terms, it’s
not quite er.. particular technology but.. er.. in a broad terms. It could be in a form of LCD,
laptop, or power point presentation, so lot, like that.
Researcher: so, hmm, how do you, how was your experienced about using instructional
technology in the classroom? Is it helpful or what?
Teacher: well, er, I’m not standing myself against technology, but I think technology is
going to be useful, is going to be dependent, it could be, well, the usefulness of technology is
going to be dependent on the context. Not every material that you have in mind that you
already give to your students is good to be given is good in the way you use technology.
Researcher: it means that some material is not always use technology?
Teacher: ya, ya, I think, er.. if you, for example when you need a kind of brainstorming
before you start your lesson or something like that you would like to give your students some
kind of stimulus, so I think stimulus is good by using technology. But in language, I think
technology is not going to be playing an important role, especially for English teacher. If you
are good English teacher, you can use the language maximum, in a maximum terms like that.
You can use the language comprehensively, so I think it is good if you open your language, if
you open your classroom by telling your students story something like that or giving game
like opening game, opening kind of games like that. So we not suppose, so it is not always to
be good using technology in teaching language. So this is my perception, yeah so this is what
I feel, what I’ve been experiencing using technology.
Researcher: so, in what aspect that using technology influence your language teaching? In
what aspect?
Teacher: okey. So for example when I would make some kind of simulation. So
understanding, for example about complex sentences or compound sentences. So sometimes
if we just write down on the whiteboard, for students it is hard to follow our explanation. But
if I’m using macromedia like that, analysing the language which one, analysing the sentences
between er.. between the relation between the main clause and sub-clause and could be that
one sentence has many ideas like that. So sometimes students just miss which one is the main
idea so when using macromedia something like that one thing is that show that and then
follow after that so it’s quite collected in their mind, understanding the situation so this is I’m
using this one. I mean err.. sometimes there are material that hard to be explained to them
using chalk, using marker, using on the whiteboard, sometimes. Yup
Researcher: what kind of instructional technology that available in the classroom?
Teacher: I think er.. the most that.. I mean the most that I’ve been exploring is a powerpoint
and macromedia and sometimes a quiz some quiz software like hot-potatoes and then what
else.. like a.. what is it word.. what is it I forgot that … well… scrabble and then another
thing is word.. what is it.. punch word (?) I forgot.. I forgot the name. sometimes I use it okey
and using LCD. Yes.
Researcher: next, what kind of technology do you usually use in the classroom? And why?
Teacher: what kind of technology? It’s an audio to play in the listening material and then the
students try to catch the listening material and after that I give them question… that’s a very
simple audio.. audio recording..
Researcher: and.. er.. in what material or activity do you usually use that technology?
Teacher: mostly listening.
Researcher: and how about in writing and reading or speaking?
Teacher: writing is more… well… you know if you understand about writing, writing is
more personal, is about creativity inside like that. So, you cannot just, you just cannot err..
what is it, I would like to say.. the.. err.. well, what is it… to be changed. What you have in
mind there. It’s about creativity, it’s about feel. Feels cannot be simulated, something that
come from your heart like that. So it’s cannot be simulated. I cannot make you happy if
you’re not happy. I cannot make you angry if you’re not angry with me. So, that’s feel. So
writing is feel.
Researcher: and how about speaking?
Teacher: speaking yes. Speaking is very good.. err.. especially there are some videos. Videos
that err.. actually.. err.. design for speaking activity.. there is a post.. and then the presenter is
asking the students with some time with the.. time question. So the presenter is asking.. look
like that… it looks like asking the students from the video and then there is a white dot or
black dot.. right at the bottom of the screen. So there is a timing. So it seems that.. the student
is a time to how to respond to the presenter. There are some videos I have some videos.
Researcher: what kind of material is that sir?
Teacher: let me speak. The title is let me speak. It’s a video English material. English lesson
video material.
Researcher: and what do you think about the technology can help you in the classroom? And
what kind of technology that help you a lot in the classroom sir?
Teacher: well.. I think er.. now I’m having a group with my students in WhatsApp, I’m
having a group in Line with my students even maybe I’m not very active. I set up a group in
WhatsApp in every classes. I’m sorry because I belong in many groups sometimes it’s hard
for me to respond simple think like that. But I try myself to respond.
Researcher: what is the purpose of that?
Teacher: encouraging the students to write English, to speak up their mind, to express their
own feeling… I mean in English like that. So I think it’s very helpful to… I mean… err.. but
of course if I have motivated students in the class not all students I’m going to be involved in
this case. It’s only 5 or 7% of the students active member.
Researcher: in the classroom?
Teacher: no, in the whatsapp and line group.
Researcher: and how do the students respond about that?
Teacher: well, the response is going to depend on the stimulus. But since the students are
very simple mind something like that. It’s hard for us to talk about big thing… about very
difficult topic like that. So, mostly it’s about.. simple thing like saying good morning, how
are you sir, how’s your life. Yeah it’s like chit-chat
Researcher: what are the barriers and challenges when you use the instructional technology?
Teacher: the technology itself it’s not a problem for most of us, to tell you the truth. No one
of my students now does not have Android, they all have Android, they all have laptop. So
the problem is not technology. The problem is that… the limitation of their language.. that is
the most problem that I now feel to my students. They’re not quite easy to write something or
to say things or to speak up their mind, it’s not easy.
Researcher: but doesn’t Android have some application that can help them?
Teacher: yes, I told them. You just can download what is it? Google translator for example
like that. You even can learn many different languages.
Researcher: but they?
Teacher: I don’t know. Well, I would like to say they’re only enjoy with technology not user
of technology. I myself not an enjoyer, I’m user of technology. So, for my personal purpose I
use google translator, I install dictionary in my laptop, in my hand-phone.
Researcher: so it depends on the student itself not the technology.
Teacher: but I think they have to be in force, they have to be understood, just because it is
not only for entertaining, it’s also for learning
Researcher: I remember that there are so many applications like podcast. Have you ever
used that sir?
Teacher: not yet, but I know.
Teacher: when you are a teacher, you will be restricted by many rules, curriculum, syllabus,
so we cannot just use that thing easily as long it is not conformed with curriculum. That’s the
problem so we have to design, we have to re-design our material to make it match with that
software/application. That is the problem and it needs a lot of thought, and I don’t like it, just
because we are underpaid. I don’t blame curriculum, you may say about many
games/application, not all is going to be matched with curriculum. You see that.
Researcher: the material.
Teacher: yeah, so we are restricted by, and sometimes the facilitation is not supported like
that, just like you’ve seen like LCD just put there on the sailing but it cannot be used, it’s
broken for a long time. If I would like to use audio, my speaker is too small, the reachability
of my audio is limited, not all student will catch, just the student in front of me. If I would
like to use a very good audio, so I must go in language lab in which I can explore all the
material to my student, but the problem we don’t have it yet in this school. And the speaker is
one-line speaker.
Researcher: you may say that the technology is less available in school, so how do you make
it effective in class?
Teacher: if you asking me about effectiveness, it is about percentage. How many percent is
effective and vice versa. So I cannot say that. What I’m doing with technology is only how I
help my students understand me. I am not talking about effectiveness. So if you just say the
effectiveness I cannot answer that just because if you want to know the effectiveness of the
technology it has to be accompanied with evaluation. So the evaluation must also use
technology like that, but the evaluation we have the traditional one it just paper based test like
that.
Researcher: how does the instructional technology affect your teaching sir?
Teacher: it’s not quite affected. I believe that to be a teacher you have to be a very good
speaker and English skills, that’s why you can compensate the weaknesses of the situation.
So technology is not playing a very important role in my world of teaching. I mean a well
depend on the situation, I mean if I go to school with the good lab for example, I think we can
say that technology is going to be having a very good rules.
Researcher: as the conclusion, is instructional technology important or not?
Teacher: I think it’s important. I may say that more less important. It’s hard for me to say but.
Like I told you not all the material is matched with technology. So if I would like give
reading passage, along reading passage.
Researcher: additional question, have you ever got training for using instructional
technology form government or other institutes?
Teacher: yes, I have been several times chosen to the English language training using
instructional technology (multimedia) but not in Makassar.
Researcher: how was it going?
Teacher: good, it’s a very good. I got a lot of things there. I know how to make video, film,
editing film, recording, macromedia (for teaching)
Researcher: do you perceive that all the teachers have experience you had?
Teacher: oh, yes because as the role model I think for the first phase of understanding. If you
just have a good English skills and recording, the teacher can record their own voice, dub the
way of speaking in audio and give it to the students. I do believe it has a very good impact to
the student, because before you understanding Donald Trump way of speaking you must
understand the way the teachers’ speaking right? So that’s why. I record my voice to give
explanation.
Researcher: and your students respond?
Teacher: yeah, very good they always think that the recording is very much easier then
understanding Brad Pitt or Barack Obama, so it’s because we have the same background of
language.
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